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A Note on Recurrent Words* 
KAREL  CUL IK  I I  AND DERICK WOOD 
Department ofComputer Science, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada 
We introduce the notion of recurrent words in T0L systems. We prove that for 
an arbitrarily given T0L system G and an arbitrarily given word w it is decidable 
whether or not w is recurrent in G. We also solve an open and related problem for 
recurrent words in Markov DTOL systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In J/irgensen, Matthews and Wood (1981) the notion of recurrent word in 
a Markovian L system was introduced. Furthermore, recurrence, a particular 
notion of survival, was characterized in a purely combinatorial  manner 
leading to a positive decidabil ity result for propagating Markovian L 
systems. However, the decidabil ity status of the recurrence problem, in 
general, was left open. 
In this short note we define recurrence for L systems in general and 
provide a semi-decision procedure, in Section3, for the generalized 
recurrence problem. In the case of the original Markovian recurrence 
problem this leads to a decision procedure; see Section 4. 
Moreover, a number of open questions are raised by these results. For  
example, is the finiteness of short(G) (cf. Section 3) decidable for T0L 
systems. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A T0L scheme G is an (n+ 1)-tuple (Z, P1 .... , P , ) ,  for n~> 1, 2; and 
alphabet and Pi finite subsets of 2; × 2;*, the tables of G, 1 ~< i ~< n. Each 
pair in each P; is called a production. We define the rewrite relation 9 in G 
using Pi, in the usual way and this is extended to give 9 + and 9* .  For  full 
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details see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980). A T0L system G is an (n + 2)- 
tuple (27, P1 ..... P , ,  a) where a in 27* is the axiom and (27, P1 ,..., P , )  is a T0L 
scheme. In this case the language of G, denoted by L(G), is defined as 
{x: a ~*  x in G}. 
We now define our central notion. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (27, PI ..... Pn, ~) be a T0L system and w be in 27*. 
We say w is recurrent in G if: for all u in L(G), u :~* w. 
This corresponds to the intuitive notion of survival discussed in Jfirgensen, 
Matthews and Wood (198 1), namely, whatever derivation is followed from a, 
w can always be generated once more. This notion is illustrated in the 
following example. Let G= ({a, b, c}, {a-~ aa; b ~ b; e - .  f} ,  {a~2;  b ~ cc; 
e~c},  ab), then applying the first table repeatedly gives a2"b, while the 
second table erases the a's yielding e. Thus, e is recurrent in G. 
There are a number of decision problems with respect to recurrence, for 
example: 
Problem 1. Given an arbitrary T0L system G --- (27, P ...... P , ,  t~) and an 
arbitrary word w in 27*. Is it decidable whether or not w is recurrent in G? 
Problem 2. Given an arbitrary T0L system G = (S, P1 ..... P , ,  t~). Is it 
decidable whether or not there exists a w in 27* which is recurrent in G? 
Problem 3. Given an arbitrary T0L system G= (27, P1 ..... P,). Is it 
decidable whether or not there exists a in 27 + and w in 27* such that w is 
recurrent in (27, P1 ..... P , ,  o)? 
We refer to Problem 1 as The Recurrence Problem; in the next section we 
show that it is decidable. 
3. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
Letting G = (27, P1 ..... P , ,  ~) be a T0L system we say u in L(G) is short if 
for all v in 27* such that u~*v  in G, Iv[ >/lu[. By short(G) we denote the 
subset of L(G) defined by {u: u is in L(G) and u is short}. 
This leads immediately to: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (27, P1 ..... Pn, ~) be a T0L system and w a word in 
27*. Then w is recurrent in G iff u =~ * w in G for all u in short(G). 
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Proof /f: For all v in L(G) either v is short in which case v ~*  w or v 
is not short. In this latter case there exists u, I u [ < I v I such that v ~*  u and u 
is short, hence v ~*  u ~*  w also. only ~: Immediate. II 
This leads to a necessary condition for w to be recurrent. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a T0L system (X, P1 ..... Pn,a) and w be 
recurrent in G. Then short(G) is finite, indeed for all u in short(G), ]ul ~<]w 1. 
Thus, we can give a decision procedure in terms of shortness, namely: 
( I)  Decide whether or not short(G) is finite. In this case short(G) can 
be found effectively. 
(2) If short(G) is finite, check if each word in it derives w. 
The second step corresponds to solving the membership roblem a finite 
number of times. Since the membership problem is decidable for T0L 
systems, so is the second step. This leaves the first step--can we decide 
whether or not short(G) is finite for an arbitrary T0L system G? 
As an approach to this problem we first characterize the finiteness of 
short(G). 
Let G = (X, PI .... , P , )  be T0L scheme and A c X. We say A is eraseable if 
for all u with a lph(u)=A,  there exists a derivation u =>* 2 in G. It is well 
known that eraseability is decidable, see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980) for 
example. For A c ~ we define the homomorphism z~x, a by 
~rx,a(a ) = a if a is in Z - A 
= 2 otherwise. 
We now obtain: 
THEOREM 3.3 Let G = (X, P1 ..... Pn, a) be a T0L system. Then short(G) 
is finite iff either L(G) is finite or there exists a constant k > 0 such that for 
all u in L(G) there exists an eraseable z] cS  with 17rz,a(w)[ ~< k. 
:Proof /f: If L(G) is finite, then short(G) is also finite, hence assume 
that L(G) is infinite. Now it is important o realize that we can bound the 
lengths of erasing derivations. In other words there exists p > 0 such that for 
all eraseable A and for all u in A*, there exists a derivation u ~*  2 of length 
at most p (see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)). Define the constant q > 0 
such that: for all a in S, and all derivations a ~*  v of length at most p, 
Ivl<~q. 
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Finally observe that if u is in L(G) and A is eraseable such that 
]n~,a(u)l<<.k, then Inz,a(u)[. q<,k .  q. That is if u~*v  is a derivation of 
length at most p in which the letters from A appearing in u are erased, then 
Iv[ ~ k • q. But since this holds for all u in L(G), by assumption, short(G) is 
finite. 
only /f: If short(G) is finite and L(G) is infinite, then there is a k > 0 
such that for all u in L(G) there is a word v such that u =>*v in G and 
I v [ ~ k. If l u I ~< k, choose A = 0, otherwise some letters in u must give rise to 
the empty word in v. Letting this set be A, then without loss of generality we 
can assume all appearances of letters in A in u are erased in v. Clearly 
Ircz,a(u)l ~< Ivl ~ k as required. | 
This result gives rise to a semi-decision procedure by the following 
definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (Z', PI ..... Pn, a) be a T0L system and k >/0 be an 
integer. Then for all eraseable A c Z, 
L~ = {u: u is in Z* and 17~z,a(u)l ~k}. 
Clearly L~ is regular. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G=(S,  P1 ..... P , ,o )  be a T0L system. Then 
short(G) is finite iff there exists k such that L(G) c O a L ka for all eraseable 
AcZ.  
Proof. Directly from the definition and Theorem 3.3 II 
Since the family of ETOL languages contains the family of T0L languages, 
is closed under intersection with regular sets and emptiness is decidable, 
Corollary 3.4 gives us a semi-decision procedure for the finiteness of 
short(G). Enumerate L k = Ua Lka, for k = 0, 1,..., until L ~ L k is obtained. A
finite state acceptor for Lk, given k, is effectively constructable and hence 
L(G)~T,  k is effectively constructable, yielding an ETOL system. Now 
L(G) ~ Lk = O iff L(G) c L k and this condition is decidable, Rozenberg and 
Salomaa (1980). Thus we have solved the Recurrence Problem, namely: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G=(S ,P  1 ..... P,,cr) be an arbitrarily given T0L 
system and w in X* an arbitrarily given word. Then it is decidable whether 
or not w is recurrent in G. 
Proof From Corollary3.2 we only need examine L k, for k=0 ..... Iw]. 
Hence the result. II 
Unfortunately Problems 2 and 3 remain open at this time. 
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4. AN APPLICATION 
In Jfirgensen, Matthews and Wood (1981), the notion of a Markov Deter- 
ministic T0L system is introduced. They also introduce the notion of a 
recurrent word, which we will call M-recurrent to distinguish it from our 
present usage. It was shown to be decidable whether or not an arbitrarily 
given word w is M-recurrent in an arbitrarily given propagating MDTOL 
system. The general case which was left open we are now able to solve using 
the semi-decision procedure of Section 2. 
For our purposes a Markov DTOL system is a pair (G,M) where 
G=(Z,P  1 ..... Pn,a) is a DTOL system and M is a finite state acceptor. 
M= (Q, {P1,.--, P,}, 8, S), where Q = {1, .... n} is the state set, {P1 ..... P,} the 
input alphabet, S c Q is the set of start states and 8: Q x {Pl ..... P~} --* 20 is 
the transition function. More precisely 8(i, Pj.)= either {j} or 0.  Note that 
all states are accepting states. 8 is extended in the usual manner to incor- 
porate transition sequences, that is, fi: Q x {PI ..... P ,}*~ 2 °. 
A word x in Z*  is generated by (G, M) if there is a sequence of tables 
Pi2"'" Pim which when applied to a yield x and furthermore 
c~(i~, Pi2 "'" Pim) ~ 0, where il is in S. Then L(G, M) the language generated 
by (G, M) is defined similarly. 
Given an MDTOL system we can associate a specific T0L scheme with it. 
Let (G, M) be as defined above. Then we define H the TOL scheme 
associated with (G, M) as follows: 
Let A=ZU {[a,i]: 1 <~i<~n, a is in Z} where the [a,i] are completely 
new symbols and let h i, 1 ~< i ~ n be homomorphisms defined by 
hi(a ) = [a, i] for all a in Z. 
Define tables Pij, 1 ~< i, j ~< n by: 
Pij contains [a, i] -~ hi(a) for all a -~ e in Ps i f j  is in 8(i, Ps) and contains 
a ~ a for all a in A, which would not have productions otherwise. 
Then H = (A,P~1 .... , P,n) is the associated T0L scheme and moreover 
h i , (q  ) • . . . . .  > him+1(a ) (4.1) 
Pil,i 2 Pim,im+ I 
if 
a ", : -a ,  (4.2) 
Pi 2 Pim+ I
where ira+ 1 =8( i l , P i2  "'" Pim+l)" The converse does not hold in this strong 
sense since the Pij are identities on all symbols to which they are inap- 
plicable. However there is always an equivalent sub-derivation of the form 
(4.1), for which (4.2) exists. 
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Given an MDTOL system (G,M) and its associated T0L scheme H, as 
above. We say that C c Q is a closed set of states with respect o (G, M) if 
for all i , j  in C there exist table sequences p and q such that 6(i,p)-- {j} and 
6(j, q) = {i}, and there are no two states i in C andj  in Q - C for which this 
holds. 
We say that a word w in Z* is M-recurrent in (G, M) if: 
(i) there exists a derivation hi(a ) ~*  hi(w) in H, for some i in S and 
some j in a closed set of states, and 
(ii) for all u with hi(w) =>* u in H, there exists k such that u 3"  hk(W )
in H. 
We now have: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (G,M) be an arbitrary MDTOL system, where 
G = (~, P1 ..... Pn, a) and w be an arbitrary word over Z. Then it is decidable 
whether or not w is M-recurrent in (G, M). 
Proof Condition (i) of M-recurrence is decidable since it reduces to 
carrying out a finite number of membership tests and computing the closed 
sets of Q. 
Condition (ii) is also decidable by way of a variant of Lemma 3.1, 
namely, that some hk(W ) must be derivable from u in short(H), where/4 is H 
together with the axiom hi(w ). Now by Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 we 
only need to decide whether or not L (H)cL t ,  for some l=0,.. . ,  Iwl and 
then check whether or not each word in short(/~) generates hk(W ) for some 
k. | 
Note added in proof Recently Problems 2 and 3 have been solved by Lange and Welzl 
(1982). 
RECEIVED: December 18, 1981. 
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